www.userinterviews.com

The Ultimate Remote
UX Research Job Board
Looking for a remote job in user
research, UX, product, or design? Check
this out.…

HANGOUT & CHAT

TALK-RELATED DISCUSSION

Where are you joining from?
thanks for giving us a way out!

Cambridge,
MA

Welcome to our Miro Board!

However, we would ask:
Please respect the other participants, limit edits to
other people's content, and consider that this is a
diverse audience when you post. BostonCHI is a
welcoming community, so we're not worried, just
want to make sure to set the baseline. Enjoy, and
here are a couple short-commands:

Malden
y'all

Pittsburgh,
PA

BIO - Daniel Leithinger is Assistant Professor
(Computer Science and ATLAS Institute) at the
University of Colorado at Boulder and head of the
ATLAS NYC satellite lab. Together with his
students, he creates shape-changing humancomputer interfaces that push information past
the boundaries of ﬂat displays, and into the real
world. Daniel received his PhD at the MIT Media
Lab in 2015. His research has been presented at
ACM UIST, TEI and CHI, and he has received
design awards from Fast Company, Red Dot and
IDEA.

taking Online
certiﬁcate in UX for
AR & VR throught
Interaction - Design
Foundation. really
good content so far,
interesting.

Kevin Boyko

Robert Henley

UX - Visual Designer
( seeking opportunities work (
contract or fulltime )

Seeking mobile engineering
role in a company taking
UX and accessibility
seriously.
https://www.linkedin.com/i
n/robertallenhenley/

Email: kevin.matthew.boyko
@gmail.com

UX research business for
Wearables & physical spaces
Worked at Autodesk (CAD) on
HCI projects

Working with
screen readers
more than I have
before, because
of Accessibility
training.

very early in VR days i
checked out an
experience

Los
Angeles,
CA

B

Los
Angeles, CA

Toronto
HCI

Blacksburg,
VA

Natick

Hopkinton

Filimin
Light?

Doing
some AR
coding
right now

p: 508.498.0150

I have done
research
with tabketop displays

Waltham

Waltham

LOOKING

HIRING

Morphing material
displays! Mostly
thread/fabrics. Was
working on a
morphing fabric
laptop pad

maintaining THE
inForm shape
display demo,
developed by Prof.
Leithinger, in our lab
space for 6 years ;)

Lake Placid, NY

Scituate,
MA
Bill B's 1956 Nash

Mystic Aquarium
sandbox
interactive in
CT https://youtu.b
e/pE2-qkXk4B0

Computa

HI
Clearing
junk out of
my house

Outer
Space

Hi
anyone

hello

As challenging as COVID continues to be, there have been unexpectedly enjoyable aspects to it.
What have you experienced?
quiet,
simplicity,
bread,
sewing

TALK
DANIEL LEITHINGER – SHAPE DISPLAYS FOR
REMOTE TOGETHERNESS
ABSTRACT - We need physicality in computing
now more than ever, and shape displays may help
us reclaim it. During this time of remoteness, our
daily experience of work and learning is a stark
reminder that videos on a ﬂat computer screen
cannot replace the intimacy of touch and the
feeling of presence when sharing a room. Shape
displays challenge this status quo by transforming
their physical shape to represent information and
people. I will discuss how we can use these
interfaces to enrich remote experiences, and what
advances will be needed to turn them from lab
prototypes into reality. Our research group’s work
on prototyping tools for shape-changing
interfaces and on new form technologies like
shape-changing swarm robots is driven by a
shared vision of a future of embodied interaction
and remote togetherness beyond pixels.

Going to guess a
CRT doesn't count. ;)
VR headsets, some
work with
AR/projection
screens and Kinect.

Los Angeles, CA

cambridge,
MA

Arlington,
MA

Mouse Dance Floor

cambridge,
MA

TIPS FOR USING MIRO
Canvas Zoom > Lower right corner: 100%
view, ﬁt to screen
Cursor Pan/Select > Left toolbar: Toggle
arrow to switch from pan to select
Create post-it > Double-click on board to
create a post-it
SCHEDULE
6-6:30pm: Networking via virtual whiteboard
and zoom
6:30pm: Presentation
7:30pm: Q&A

Bristol,
UK

cambridge

We'd love to hear from you, and have prepopulated some questions for you to respond to,
as well as some open spaces to ask your own.
You can add text boxes or post-it notes, place
images and icons, and we're going to keep this
pretty 'free-for-all' in interaction to see what
happens.

New
Delhi,
India

Cambridge,
MA

Cambridge

HIRING / LOOKING FOR WORK

What experience, if any, do you have with displays that are not ﬂat screens?
Newton
Centre,
MA

Cambridge,
MA

probably
eating
healthier

silence!

No
commute = I
can sleep in
a bit later!

More
connection with
distant family
via zoom

Less
traﬃc
and

Conecting with
Zoom to farﬂung friends &
family.

More time
toﬁnish
pending
papers

Getting way more
steps (taking twice
daily walks) than I
did in the B.C. era
(before corona)

Getting
some house
projects
done

Attending
meetups
around the
globe!

Experienced
my emotional
side and trying
to give space
to it as well.

Learnt
to wash
utensils.

crazy
blue
sky!!

working
much more
eﬃciently
from home

Spending
quality time
with my 3D
printers

Good books, articles or documentaries you'd like to recommend?

www.uxbrains.co

UX Brains - Discover
content about UX
A curated knowledge collection for all
things UX. Discover content about
Design, User Research, and more.…

Celia Hodent's
Gamer's Brain.
Neuroscience +
UX + Videogame
design

More time
to cook.

The Law's of UX
by Jon Yablonski, (a
book based on the
website)

Conversational Design
by Erika Hall
(it's super short and
fun)

Just Mercy, by
Bryan Stevenson
(it's both a book
and a movie
based on the
book)

Garden!

interested in when
to respect/push
boundaries and
limitations of
ergonomics, human
factors

Power
consumptions
and portability

What's a
shape
display?

what does
"togetherness"
mean for us?

ANYTHING ELSE?

Shape displays are a new class of I/O devices that
dynamically render physical shape and geometry. They
allow multiple users to experience information through
touch and deformation of their surface topology. The
rendered shapes can react to user input or
continuously update their properties based on an
underlying simulation. Shape displays can be used by

missing
touching
and smelling
fruits

Walking and
exploring my
neighborhood

More time
for reading
ﬁction!

1

Normalization of
Zoom hangouts
means I Zoom
with friends I
wouldn't have
otherwise

Crane
beach isn't
as crowded

clean
air

What thoughts or questions do you have on shape displays and remote togetherness?
BIRDS! THEY
SOUND SO
BEAUTIFUL
I'M IN AWE.

less air
traﬃc =
less noise

More time
to clean....

What challenges are
there for shape
displays to get into
every home? What
are some promising
solutions?

industrial designers to quickly render physical CAD

I'd rather
we
talked.

models before 3D printing, urban planners to
physically visualize a site, medical experts to tactually
explore volumetric data sets, or students to learn and
understand parametric equations.

How might we improve this Miro Board?
enjoying the
hell out of
introvertedness!

Reading
tons of
stuﬀ

InVision's new
documentary
"Squads" isn't bad.
(Self-promotional,
but makes some
good points.)

granularity?

Maybe we can ask
people to create
Miro accounts in
advance so we can
see who is who
while we're all using
it together?

+1

this is the place

